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rnetirn argued ,-With ballots;:sonle 1 s deg ed ith bull
and 4-11. ly,,atiAted with wbras, the d _ a ut land, r o
hsas resurfaE47-time and 3gain in .hkenti th centofy.l. Yet -J
today, -perhaps because of ' their v y fainiliaritr, a uments

. about the social and econorriic benefits of equitable farm and ribtx--
tion.often seem stale and tired. eunortgAnany Of thps cti it blved
in development plannin , concern abou*land a 'etly'-
slipped- into a -state of unctional dormancy. MOny the world.'s
urban .residerIs seem to thkrk about land. reform as a rather ourtdated,
,coricernwhen they'think aboilt it at all ;- !' ...

.,rs14. I. /- s

But the WorkUs farmers' and farm kvorkers know bettter,In mainly
.agrarian soCieties, the struggle for control of the) i i;.-rici and -its fruits is

.

:.;!a coristantrine, always simmering beneath t ,s-urface acid sorrtetim s
x.platling.into-vi6lent.e, Over the next IWO d cades, as the Iluipber

rural people lacking secure.access to farmland amfroaches only?billioi
conflict footed in inequaliiy- of landownership i. apt to become more
acute ill after country. , .-,4` ., .

Many -Of the international camn4unity's widely shared goais,tne
elimination of rrialnutritioa the ,provision' of jobs for rill, the slowing
of runaway rural urban rfflgration, 4 protection of productive soils
and ecologically vital forestsare not likely to be achieved witttout_
radical changes ,in the ownership and- controrof;land.lt is a delusion
to think that th.ebasic needs `of the world' S. pooredt ?vole will be met
without renewed attention to politically sensitive, 14d-tenure clue
tions. It is an ern greater delusufn to think that the dispossessed of
the earth will vevatch their" numbers igro Land their plights' worsen
without protesting. The issue of land refor i Will not go away.

.



Throughout history, patterns of landownership have shaped patterns
of urnan relations in, nearly all societies. They have ale() helped de-

tei1rriine the p9ssibility and pace of economic ;change: In agrarian
societies, land is the primary productive asset, the tangible expression
of economic and hence political power. Some tenure patterns have

manifested and solidified social inequality, while others'have pronioted
social mobility or Ewen something appuhaing equidity, Some tenure
patterns have blocked technological progress while others have en-
couraged it And invariably, changing the relationship of people to
the land has meant changing the relationship of people to one an-
otherthe stuff of political .struggles and sometimes of wars or revo-
lutiens,

As societies industrialize, the primacy of agricultural landownership
as .a determinant of political and economic power wanes. New elites
have often accrued power through control of capital,.:technology, or
military force. Access to N broad array of nonagricultural jobs has
freed tiany people from long-standing, stifling ties to poor land or
to rich-landlords Yet even in the' most economically .advanced coun-
tries, landownershii, remains a significant source of wealth and in
fluence_ In the United States; where only one in every 28 people

lives on a farm, changes in the size and ownership of farms are today

generating questions about the implications for employment, resource'
, use, and community wellar4. Landholding patterns in industrial coun-

tries do not have the pervasive social impact they once had, but they
still influence the quality of life and the distribution of income.

In 'Africa, Asia, and Latin America, where three-fourths of the world's
people live, the control of farmland remains a principAl key to wealth,
status, and. power. A large majority of the people in most Third World
countries live in rural areas, and most of those must "make aliving
through agriculture if they are to make a living at all While rural land-

.



, and-Latin America; whete
hs of the woild's Apple live,

the control of farmland
remains, a pri al key.,

alth, status, anower ."--

tenure and social patterns vary greatly from pace to place, it is gel-L-
ally:true that where-it individuals own a large share of the land, '

these same individuals do in-ale ocal politics andthrough their roles
as lenders, landlords, and em "Dyers the economic lives of their

bov.lh-,other regions, a larger number of tarrners owning srtiall
or medium sized plots ply predominat4 -1.1nder.uch conditions these
landowners, tact; may Be the controllers ngf weaRh are d: power; at the

y,least, the 'usually enjoy 'a certain ;comp security ind the possi-
pei-sonal economic egress

Whatever land-tenure-pattern ova
.and the .near-landless who are n the
families are struggling' to improve
without secure access fo the basis of a
sell their labor to more foriuilate far-
cari get; others rent land at exorbitant
enough to smother. incentives for inve
still ethers scratch ,...;hat. produce the
often fragmented family plots `and
or e to,make ends meet.

n a given area, h they laindless
. Hundreds of millions of

eir lives through agricul
cultural lifefarmland. Many

f r whatever rittance-lhey
under conditions-.insecure

ant and technical progress;
n from inadequately sized,

n seek other employment in

The landless, the insecure tenants, and (hose owning marginal plots
too small to support a family together constitute nearly all the-poorest"
of the poorthose whose basic needs for food, fuel, shelter, educa-
tion, health ,are,. and family planning-are frequently, unmet. It i in
many cases thpy who are born into debt and die in debt, who see up to
half their infants die before age five who liVe chronically on,a tight-

?- wire of survival from which they can quickly fall it the weather or the
international economy turns against the i In Bangladesh during the
food short yegi of 1975 , the death rate ong the landless was trip e
that- no'ng people owning three or mote res of land., -

r

scusslons of the tural poor, like the prowams designed to-help
them, to often lump all of them together as "small farmers." the
truly; poor often seernairivisible to urban elites and the#ntemational
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concerned about rural poverty, As Milton.J. E6man of Cornell
ersity writes of the indiscriminate use of the_torrn farmac':

Not only does this imprecise catch-all tern n Conceal, the
many specific differences which. distinguish rural house-

/holds- by asset piosition, oc'cupation, incorne,0 and eth5-i,
nicity, but it tends to produce an image Of the rural.poor
as Asian, African or Latin American_ versions of the Jef-
fersonian yoeman Earraer with relatively'small but secure

O holdings which, with the help of improved technologies,
cropping practices, inputs, production incentives, and
marketing could provide a decent family , hvel Hood.
Helping the rural po,or is thus conceived as providing
fetter services to this-vemion of the mall farmer.'"

In some countrws,,,there are many II lam households
which more Or less fit-this image, nd have a reasonable
chance of' providing decent fa y livelihoods - under

evailing institutional conditions. They need and could
nefit from the held of governments and devtforoent

agencies. But they are seldom the majority of .rural
households and they are certainly the poorest.;

Landless labOrers, sha_recr pees, and marginal -farmers together n-

stitute the majority-of rural residents in.irst countries of Asia-and
Latin America and are increasing in number in Africa. Th have-gen-

erally,

, ber byp sed by the global development process; in fact, de-
velocm p ams not, carefully designed to improve heir status
can won it which is why t e froArent Eaildre_ to distinguish be -,'

tween landless and the more' secure small farbners,of more than
,acaaemic' concern. Decent studies in a host of countriesincluding

U.angladesh Indonesia. Malaysia , Pakistan, the Philippives Thailand,
And parts o India indicate that the absolute incomeg of some groups
have doc d over the last two decades, often in the tace of cider -

-able gr wth ()Ss rytional p uct GNP and agricultural output.
Similar sides n q many other ntris would,,tindou tedly reveal



morfttan p
live in rural hourrebol that

a_re either completely landless,
or that laik secure access-

"to adequate farmland.-

1

gimilar patterns. fall ageS for:some laborers absorp-
tion of marginal Ian :o dings.by better-off farmers; _ ejeifion of
tenants by landowners seeking to take advantage of ofitaBle new
technologies or.to avoid threatehed tenancy reforms.'

In the' Asian- countries a amined by Esman and hi' colleague,s
protiortion ofcAurAl fa l s that are landless or nearly so On
a low of 53 perortt tad high of 85'percent on the Indonesian
island of Java. (See bl 1.) In the L.afin American countries covered,
these categories account` N anywhere ,from 55 percent of rural resi-
dents.. in Costa Rica to 85 percent in Bolivia a uatemala. Similar
data aire not availabte for Africa,`' ut indication are that the compara-
ble propertionS for most of that':,-continent wiould be considerably
smaller than ihey are in Asia.and Lan'tircArnerica.

9

Conservative extrapolatii:ms of the able data suggest that, alto-
gether, more than 6007 million per ive local households that
ark either completely landless or thai jack secilre acces4 to adequate
farmland. Not coincidentally; this rough figuWa roaches tilt World

. Bank's estimate that'nearly 800 million people' live "labsolute pover-
ty at the very snargin of existence.'" Along vJith he most destitute
urban slum -dwellersthemselves usually refugees om Nral land-
lessnesslandless laborers and those farming insecu e or marginal
plots are the absolutely poor,'

Roughly hialf the world's most des rately podr people live in South
Asia, particularly in dangladeslt, India, and Pakistan. In these three
countries, according to a World Bank study, some -28 percent of
rural hpuseholds. are "totally landless and suppo'rt a population of
157 mill on people by their wage labor alone in environments where
unemploym6nt and un'ctereniployrnent are widespread.'' Perhaps as
many more are farming marginal plots or renting under oppressive
conch 'ons. In noncommunist Asia as a whole, reports the Tood and
Agric lture Organization (FAO) some 30 percent of the rural labor
force i ompletely landless.5

. 3 .



10 Table 1: Landless and Near-Landless People in Selected Asian and.
Latin American Countries;

Number of
Plural

ouseholdsCount

Asia
Bangladesh
India
Java, Indonesia
Philippines
Sri Lanka

Latin America
Bolivia
Brazil
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador

Salvador
Guatemala
Mexico
Peru

Landless and
ear-Landless
as Share of

Rural'Households
millions) (percent)

11.85 .75
86.00
9.39 85
4,43 8

1.89 77

.61 85
9,72 570

2.400 66
_23 55
_74 68
.86 75
.53 80
.00 85

_4_50 60
1.48 75

Data for assorted yearn-in tRy early seventies.
Source: Milton J. [;swan.

Throughout most of Asia, the average farrrr is quite small by inter-
national standards; in most Asian countries, more than 90 percent of
all.farms are smaller than ten hectares. A-rnong those fortunate enough
to own farmlands ownership in Asia tends to be more broadly based
than it is in Latin America. Inequality among landowners is nonethe-

_ _
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less substantial. Eleven percent of Bangladesh's families own more 11
than half' the country's land. In .India in 1971, 90 percent of the
farms were smaller than two hectares and included just 21 percent of
the total farmland, while 4 percent- of _the farms were larger than ten..
hectares and occupied 31 percent of the farmland. In the Philippines%
in 1971, just 5 percent of the farm re larger than ten Rectdres
but they accounted for 34 percent a all cropland. By contrast, in
South Korea, where significant land reforms have been carried out
92 percent Of the farms were three hectares or smaller in 1974, and
they accounted for.93 percent of all the farmlancto

The European colonization of the Americas was in many regions
accompanied by the establishment of huge estates and plantations. In
the mid-nineteenth century in the United States, however, many fac-
torsamong them the emancipation of slaves following a bloody civill
war, and a federal Fomestead.program under which public lands in the
Midwest and West were given out,lin pal-cels specifically intended to
function as family farmsencouraed the breakdown of the plantation
economy and the emergence of a family-farm-based agrarian structure
renowned- since for its productiveness and social benefits, Today,
although-large-scale corporate farms are assuming ever more signifi-
caht economic roles, close to 90 percent of alif U.S. farms are still
family- operated.' )

Throughout most of Latin America, in contrast, huge private estates
have, remained predominant. In the United States in 1974, the largest
7 percent of farms accouracd for 27 percent of the nation's farmland.
But in Latin America, reports the FAO, 7 peCcent of the landowneit
possessed a startling 93 percent of the arable land as of 1975. A surVey
of agrarian structures in seven Latin American countries, carried out in
the mid-sixties by the Interamerican committee for Agricultural De-
velopment (a consortium of UN. and regional agencies), revealed that
the -latifundia stereotype of Latin America, while oversimplified,
"does not grossly exaggerate reality." Large farms employing more
than 12 people accounted for more than 40 _percent of all cropland in
Colombia, Ecuador, and Guatemala; for 60 percent- of razil's farm-



12 land; and fbr more than four-fifths of ,the cropland in Chile and--Peru.
At the same time, nearly 90 percent of the farm-Tin Ecuador, Guate-
mala, and Peru were too small to support a Family

Landlessness and land concentration have long plagued portions
of North Africa, and until its recent revolution, Ethiopia was notori-
ous for the near-feudal conditions under which many of its peasants
labeired. Throughout much of sub-5aharan Africa, howeve'r, tradition-
al tenure systems; in which land is owned by the tribe and allocated to-
individuals for use but not for sale, have predominated. Outside
experts Kaye often seen the need for, individual land titles that could
provide greater personal-investment incentives as the -land 'reform
challenge of Africa. The apparent availability of large unused areas
has further fed the notion that landlessness is not a threat in .sub
Saharan Africa.

This relatively benign .image of African tenure Problems is however,
increasingly misleading., To begin with, the large empty-spaces create
a mistaken impression..In vast areas till Africa, the climate, soils, or
other ecological factors make farming or even grazing impossible.
In addition, writes John Cohen of Harvard University, -Africa's poor
soils and limited, rainfall often allow for only extensive land use and

ically require fallow periods or costly inAtment in fertilizer and
ration. In such conditions, access to 10. to 20 hectares of land

means little and such -an African household might be less secure than
a Bangladesh peasant household holding less than two hectares."

The truth is that land scarcity is emerging as a problem in more and
more parts of Africa. Where populations are pressing against the
arable land base, traditional tenure systems have proved adaptable,
and a cdfnmon result has been the development of individual land
rightsaccompanied by the usual patterns of land accumulation by -

the wealthy absentee landlordism, tenancy, and landlessness..T ese
trends have progressed furthest in areas growing commercial port
crops, such as Ghana's cocoa regions and East Africa's coffe ands.
But they are fast appearing in peasant food-crop areas as well.

12



The problem of landlessness in sub-Saharan Africa may be most
advanced in Kenya, where both the colonial and independent govern-
ments hay; promoted the shift from tribal to private torture. One -
fifth of the country's cropland is in farces bigger than 100 hectares,
and. the large farms are getting larger. YA more than half the coun-
try's farmers hold just two hectares or less, accounting for under 15

_percent of the total cropland. By the early seventies, nearly one,fifth
of rural households were landless. Notes Cohen, -The-Kenyan goal
of 'small, relatively prosperous landowning farmers with a stake in a
stable capitalistic' system and an interest in progressive farming prac-
tices is, increasingly threatened by the rise .of land concentratio ,

exploitive tenancy, landlessness and other patterns :which seem to go
hand-in-hand with the tolerance of unregulated freehiald tenure in
the agrarian nations of the developing world

Kenya provides, an ominous' portent For the rest of black Africa. The
Topulation of Africa 'is groWing faster than that of any other conti-
nent. Doubling very 25 years or so, it is far outpacing the expansion
of cropped area, which increased by only 12 percent between the
early sixties and 1975" Increasing land scarcity and competition
is inevitable throughoutmirch of the continent, and in the absence of
national policies to control private land accumulation and tenancy
practices as well as to slow population growth, Africa will develop
the same land-based social' conflicts, and production inefficiencies
that have long been apparent elsewhere.

Worldwide, the number of landle. d near-landless people appears
to- be growing fast. Demographi _sures alone would be enough
to guarantee this: despite- considerable migration to cities .or foreign
countries, rural populations are still in many cases growing at close
to 2 percent 'a year, which would yield a doubling in -35 years. Even
where they are feasible, land:settlement schemes cannot absorb more
than a small fraction of the tide of potential farmers.

The contribution of population growth to landlessness is often sup-
plemented by other developments within the agricultural economy:

-I 3
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14 land accumulation by better-off fartners; emergency sales of land by
marginal owners; the ;stoma of large c mme_rcial farms, sometimes

foreign-owned; and the eviction of tenants by landowners fearful of

tenancy regulations or seeing a chance to profit from,the use of new

varieties and,techniqyes. While estimates of the magnitude of these

trends- toward inequality are not available, recent evidence from Asia

in particular suggests that over the last decade and a half of rapid
agricultural growth, land concentration has generally increased, boost-

ing the proportion of insecure sharecroppers and landless laborers,12

At the same time broader economic Policies in most developing coun-

tries have not promoted widespread nonfarm em loyment opportuni-

tie,s that could provide alternative ,livelihoods agriculture's dis-

possessed:

.Meeting the "basic needs- of the world's poor has recently become

the overriding concern of the international development establish-

ment. Analysis of the postwar development record has revealed that

growth in GNP does not necessarily improve conditions for the ex-
tremely poor. Most experts have called for a shift in investment
priorities toward the rural sector, and toward smallholder agriculture

in particular_ Analysis of the growing extent of landlessness, however,

indicates that even a small-farm-based development strategy can by-

pass or harm the poorest groups, who lack the means to take advan-

tage of agricultural progress. People need assets -above all, landor
assured employment at decent wages in order to benefit from eco-
nomic growth. In many developing countries today, then, a "basic
needs" strategy must include reforms in land distribution and tenancy

conditions if the lot of the intended beneficiaries is to be improved_

If current demographic and economic trends are allowed to continue,

one billion or, more rural residents of the Third World will lack se-

cure access to farmland as humanity enters the twenty-first century.
Many of the landless will turn up in theoverflowing slums of Third
World cities; some will appear as illegal aliens in the cities of richer

countries. The malnutrition, illiteracy, poor health, and geneial power-

14



"In many countries,- the economic case for
land reform rivals the social case

for redistributive policies."

lessness of those who stay behind will receive frequent comment in 15
reports, and the global media, while the sporadic violence and

more systematic political activism their living conditions spawn will
be described as worrisome instability- by leaders in the world's
capital cities. One way or another, the landless will be heard.

Land Tenure and Wnd groductiv y

Grossly skewed landownership and oppressive tenancy conditions
have obvious social consequences. But lopsided ownership patterns
and unregulated tenancy practices can also depress agricultural output
and economic growth. Far from being a costly concession to the idea
of equality, land reform can often provide a key to agricultural mod-
ernization. In many countries, the economic case 3for land reform
rivals the social case for redistributive policies.

To be sure, the diversity of past and potential agricultural patterns
makes generalization hazardous. As with most controversial issues,
overstatement and overgeneralization characterize' many pronounce-
ments about the .effects on productivity of vatrouS tenure systems
or reforms. Still, certain propositions seem to hO'ld for many coun-
tries. Huge estates are generally far less efficient in their use of land

and capital than are small, family farms. Even where, as in parts of
Asia, virtually all cropland is intensively used regardless of tenure
status, small farms often produce more per hectare than large farms
do. Farming by tenants rather than by owners does not necessarily
mean suppressed production; but where tenancy is insecure, where

rental charges are exorbitant, and where landlords do not share the
costs of investments. and modern inputs, incentives for agricultural
progress can be destroyed.

Land tenure is not, of course, the sole determinant of land produc7
tivity. It is one of many factorsincluding policies of taxation and



16 pricing, and facilities for scientific rqsearch, credit, extension, trans-
portation, and marketingthat together, create an agrarian structure
that promotes or prevents broadly shared progress. Seldom can the
tenure system be isolated as the Bole cause of'poor productivity. Nor
will the redistribution of land or the reform, of tenancy practices,
alone, guarantee dramatic rises in output. Appropriate changes in the
array of support systems and policies that affect farmers decisions
are also crucial to production breakthrgughs. But ,are potential bene-'
fits of improvements in farm-support systems and of investments
in infrastructure can be vitiated by tenure patterns s that hamper inno-
vation.

Dispelling the common assertion that equity and efficiency are neces-
sarily competing goals, much evidence has accumulated showing that
small-scale farms can be highly productiveand, in fact, that they
usually outproduce large farms. Data comparing per-hectare output
on farms smaller than five hectares with that on farms larger than 20
hectares reveal higher gross productivity on the smaller units in many
countries. (See Table 2.) In India, for example, production on the

smaller units averages 80 percent more than on the larger farms, On
the,other hand, where large, modernized export-crop plantations are
compared with peasant farms, as in Jamaica or Peru, the big, units
show far higher output.

Simple comparisons of gross output by farm size have many weak-
nesses. They do not allow for variations in climate, soils, and crop
types that can influence viable farm sizes and average yields. Nor can
they reveal the advantages that larger farmers often have in terms of

access to credit, inputs, and extensiop facilities. However, more so-
phisticated comparisons within individu -al countries have usually
reached the 'same conclusion: under similar ecological conditions,
small farms tend to outproduce large farms, mainly because of the

greater labor inputs and personal attention they are apt to receive."
With equal access to credit and modern inputs, small farmers.in many
countries might well show even more production superiority than
they already do. 1 6



Table 2: Output Per. Hectare on Small and Large Farms in Selected 17
Developing Countries, 1970

Country
Farms Below
5 Hectares

Farms Above_
20 Hectares

illion kilocalorie equivalent)*

Brazil 4.2
Colombia 7.0 3.7
Ghana 5.8 5.6
India 6.1 3.4
Iraq 10.6 2.0
Jamaica 8.0 28.0
Korea, Republic of 13.7
Liberia. 7.8 3.7
Malawi 6.0
Pakistan 6.6 4.1
Peru 1.9 11.0
Uruguay 3.5 4.5

.Nonfood products converted on basis of equivalent value in when
Source: Food and Agriculture Organization.

An international surve relating farm size and productivity, conducted
by R. Albert Berry and William R. Cline for the World Bank and the
International Labour Office,:found no consistent evidence that yields
per cultivated hectare differ on comparable large and small farms.
Yet, bkause farmers with small holdings tend to use their available
larid far more intensivelyplanting a greater share of it than owners
of larger units do and double-cropping more frequently where that
is possibletheir output in relation to total farm size tends to be
greater. After making special investigations of conditions in six coun-
triesBrazil, Colombia, India, Malaysia, Pakistan, and the Philippines



Berry and Cline reached - .striking conclusion. Other factors remain-
ing the same, a transition in eaci of these countries to uniformly
small, family farms would increase national agricultural output by
amounts ranging from 19 percent in India to 49 percent in Pakistan.
Hence,, land reform could bring significant production gains even in
intensively farmed, land-short countries of. Asia as well as in less,in-
tensively tilled areas of Latin Avrica. Analyzing.conditions in Brazil's
northeastern regionnotorious or its concentrated landownership

,:arial extensive poverty and landlessnessthey argue that the redis-
tribution of land into small, holdings there. would cause an astounding
80 percent rise in piroduction."

-Productivity" can, of course, be measured' in Many different ways.
If output per unit of labor is measured, then larger farms clearly have
an advantage, However, where labor is abundant and capital andland
are, scarce, then output per unit' of land, the measure discussed above
is a more important ceinsideration. Even where large farms have
higher yields than small farms, as in Mexico, careful analysis may
reveal that they serve societyless well Big farmers' production advan-
tages often reflect their preferential access to credits and technical
services rather than an inherent advantage due to size Moreover, the
higher production on large farms may depend on greater use of re-
sources that are relatively scarce in Mast developing countries
capital and fossil fuelsand less use of abtindant labor.15

Close scrutiny from a national economic 'point, of view often shoWs
that larger farms lack many of the production advantages. they may
appear to have, at first glance. This holds in rich as well as in poor
countries. Studies of U.S. farms indicate that, for most crops, one or
two-person modern farms take advantage`i5f all the economies of scale

'achieved by larger -farms. The individual owner Ehri make more money
increasing farm size, but he or she_does not necessarily firm more
ciently as a result of that growth. 16

A variety of studies have shown that tenancy, per se, does not neces-
sarily hamper farm productivity. Internati 1 and intracountry corn-

,/
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'Certain tenancy-practices
not only oppress hutnans

but also suppress technical s

innovation.

parisons frecniently shOW yields and innovation to he-is high on 19
many tenant-operated farms as on 64ner-operated ones.'? Even

, tenancy conditions -that seem exploitive to an Outside observer can
create an incentive structure that elicits great effOr,C and productivity,
from tenant farniers.

..
Certain tenancy practices, however, not only Bess humans but
also suppress technical innovation, keeping agricultural output -ftr
below its potential, When tenants do not have secure multi -year, rights
to the land they till, they are unlikely to invest in land improvements,
to care much about long-term soil i'''Auality, or to invest in fertilizers
whose benefits will be spread over a few years. When tenants must
bear all the cost and risk of an purch- es, but must turn lialf or
two-thirds of the resulting produce ove to the landlord, motivatidn
to take such financial risks is bound to be diluted. If a farmer goes
$20 into debt to btiy fertilizer and pesticides and realizes a $40 in-
crease in output as a result, b_pt must pay $20 of this to the land-
owner, he or she has gained nothing. 4

Tenancy practices Bangladesh, for example, have been identified
in a report to the .S. Agency for International Development as a
major obstacle both to agrarian progress and to improving the lot of
the rural poor. Recently collected data indicate that 70 percent of the
country's tenant farmers have cultivated the same plot for three years
or less;. under such conditions of instability and insecurity, they are
hardly likely to make investments of any sort. Generally, tenants must
give 50 percent, of their crop to landlords at harvesttime; ,some must
make a cash payment on top of that while others must- hand over
two-thirds of, their harvest to the landowners. Only rarely do land-
lords contribtite to the pwchase 'of seeds and fertilizers.18

Examining, tenancy in the Indian state of Bihar in 1969, a time whert
the use of high-yielding crop varieties was spreading fast`in parts of
India, Wolf Ladejinksy, one of this century's ,reat land-reform pro-
moters, /wrote: On the merits and demerits c otenancy as a form of
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land usage,' thee are reasonable differences of op on but there are
virtually -none /about tenancy as practigd the system is
good, neither for ..efficient productiop norifor the well-being of the
sharecroppers.- He quotes from a study by local oflticials thatcould
serve as a checklist of socially and econorrpcally hirmful tenancy
practices:/

The landowner's do not allow the sharecrop rs to cul-
tivate thesame land om year to year for he fear that
they mai,lay clai o er the land.. _ , Though according
to the law the la wner is entitled to one-fourth of
the produce only, in actual practice, the produce is..

divided half and half between the landowner and the
sharecropper.... All the sharecroppers who have been
examined have invariably stated that the insecurity of
their tenure is the biggest handicap:debarring them rom,
adopting. the new technology... . The study reveals that
barely 6 percent of the s larecroppers have used high
yielding varieties of seeds, fertilizers, and insecticides....
As the sharecroppers are not recorded and their legal'
rights over the land cultivated by them are not recog-
nized by the landowners they do not get input's or
loans.19

Tenancy does not have to be so damaging; as Ladejinsky obserVes:
"It can be and is a sound economic system. Numerouyxamples can
be cited where a cultivator prefers the tenant status, investing his
capital. in basic inputs of productivity rather than in the purchase
of land.- Rents can be legally-controlled, and special provision can be
made for providing loans-and technical gervices totenantiLarmers. By
tradition or enforced legislation, tenants rights to stay (on the land
they work can be made secure. In part of the PhilippinA, fipr exam-, ple, tenancy rights to rice fields have assumed many of the piroperties
of ownership, to the point whwe rentals by tenants to subtenants
are-prevalent (though illegal under 'the country's land-reforrip laws),
and lareer tenants are becoming elites by comparison with the grow-,
ing landless and subtenant classes.zo
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Where tenancy tc'cmditions hamper productrtity, then,---reforms
tKese conditions may, in theory serve as well as *land redistribution
Ak a 'means of scalTring,,production gains:, Unfortunately, however,
the record of attempt4d te'nancy reforrrisls a dismal one. Governments

able to arry out'more far-reaching land reforms are often also -un-
im lement seemingly less radical ,tenancy reforrns.1 Converse-

successful terranCy reformsave occurred in countries
Korea n Taiwan that were simultaneously hing

through more pervasive, land reforms. Past, experiences indica e that
tenancy-reform efforts must guard in particular a ainst the e iction
or downgrading of tenants by landowners, who will rzaturally -el less
threatened by a landless laborer or'a short-term sharecropper than by
a tenant with long-term legal rights to the land.

J.,,,.

The impact of past land _reform efforts has varied. widely'but, taken
as a whole the red C-

cu Ural
the notion that land reforms can un-

leashleash higher agricu 'output. The more sweeping reforms have
.ually occurred ingpolitically -volatile, admirvistraIively confused

periods.and- have be pursued with many differept -.goals in mind,
making the productivity effects of the land-terfure changes alone,baird
td olate. Opponents of reforms can sabotage agricultural .develop-
meNtfeff-orts; kovernmcnts can fail io back up reforms with necessary

-assisyncelkir'new owners, or can try to impose new production sy5i-
thns that are inconsistent with local traditions or Aspiratio0. Many
different factors can 'distort or override the itriefits of land ref-Orm.
Still, after exaricining the economic -record o dozens of land- reform.
progrims, Folke Dovring of the University of Illinois concluded in
1970 that "the data on smallholding reforms indicate in some cases
that a reform actually helped increase agricultural proch,ktion and
improve productivity. In most other cases such conclusions may not
bk drawn,'bi'lt usually reforms cannot be shown to have hampered
agricultural production and Productivity, at least not after some initial
difficulties were overcome.-221

re. rapid, fairl thorough reforms have been accompanied-by
ctive measures or involving peasants in technological moderniza-

21
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tion, the results have been dra atic. Japan's land reform of 1868,
Lich broke the bonds of feudal m, -laid-the groundwork for Japan's

social and keconom1/4- transfdrmatiFon," in the words of World Bank
analysts_ After ,Olorld\War-11 a second major reform, which redistrib-
uted farmland and transferred ownership to tenants: -resulted in
greater equity and mar-also have removed' a constraint on tTiegrowth
of Japanese agriculture.- Iry -Talwartr"reforms in the 1949:S3 period
increased the prciportion of farm fainilies ovvrying their plots from .33
percent to 59 percent, rectuced the skr6re of Permland under tenancy
leases from 41 percept to 1f percent, and reduced rents and insecurity
on remaining tenancies. As 0 consequence, the productivity of agri-'
culture has ingteas-ed, i6colne distribution has bec9me +nore even,
and rural and'A3clal stability has 'been `enhariced,- the World Bank
reports. In Soak Korea, where more than half the farmers were pre -f

landless, -more than one-quarter of the cropland was redis-
tributed in the 'ally fifties, after which niore than 90 p-ent of-all

. formers owned at least part of the land they tilled. Withrr a decade,
yields had far surpcas5ed prereform level.2.L ) 4

n .

None of the land reforms that have been att&pted in Latin America
have shown such clear-cut success in 'terms' of production. Neverthe-
less, the production record of past reform programs, most of which
have been far less complete than those in East Asia, is better than
enerally realized. A, recent authoritative examination; undertaken for

the -World Bank, of the land-reform effdrts in Bolivia, Chile, Mexico,
Pcru,s, and Vene2oela'tOncludes that, -alm'ost all our post-reform find-
ings in' Latin America do point to increased output on affected lands.-
Exabiining the effects of reforms on the agricultural sector as a whole
rn these countries, the authors infer that -land reforom may have
served 'on balance as a stimulus to national production; and certainly
it-ha's not prevented the observed growth accelerations in four of the

'five countries even if it did not necessarily bring them about.-24

Post-reform efforts Ito establish coilective farms rather than small
private ones have- had mixed effects' on productivity. The apparent
inefficiency of Soviet collective and state farms, particularly in corn-
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No ideal model of farm organization
, can be identified

only the vyiellespread rieed ,
for'basic-reforrris."

1
A

otisem with 'European and American family farms, has often been 23
noted. But;.whether such comparisons are ',particularly relevant or
revealing is another question; ,certainly Soviof agriculture has pro-
gressed dramatically from its prerevolutionary state, and the collective
approach has served other social goals. At the some time, the extremely
high productivity of, private family plots in itre:' Soviet Union and
other Eastern European countries draws attention to. the 'comparative
lack of personal incentives for productive effort on the socialized.
farmsand perhaps to the inefficiencies inherent in any large-scalf,
ventrally planned agricultural system. More than one-half of the
Soviet Union's potatoes and nearly one-third,of its vegetables, meat,
and milk are now produced on private plots. In Hungary, the 15 per-
cent of the cropland that is controlled privately accounts for 36 per-
cent of the agricultural output.2

In China, where agriculture was relatively s ..histicated and produc-
tive even before the redistribution and subsequent 'collectivization at
mid-century, there has been undramatic but genuine pfogres*. While
food production has 'done little more than keep pace with population
growth, .that, given China's ecological constraints, is an impressive
achievement; and the wider sharing of employment and produce asso-
ciated with the new order has probably eliminated most of the
viously rampant malnutrition_ China's particular blend of cooperative
farming with small-group and individual rewards for special effort has
clearly proved compatible with technological modernization in agri-
culture.z6

There would be little ponit in trying to6identity a, single system of
land tenure that will everywhere maximize farm output. Cultural tra-
ditions, political goals, and ecological conditions vary markedly among
countries, influencing, what is possible and desirable. What can be
said however; ishat the patterns of land tenure prevailing in many-
Third World countries are impeding, agricultural as well as social
progress. No ideal model of farm organization can be identifiedonly
the idespread need for basic reforms, the outlines of which must be
vvo ed out by the affected people themselves.
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24 Land Tenure and Sustainable Development

The economic case nil reform goes far beyond its potential direct
influence on crop ou ut, important as that is Widely shared- land-
ownership and agricultural progress together provide the best foun-
dation for the, self -propelled economic development full employment,
and political and ecological stability that have so far .eluded many
Third World countries. An equitable land-tenure sysken by no means
ensures' attainment of these basic development goals, bul it can Cer-
tainly encourage it. Conversely, oppressive landownership-and tenan-
cy patterns tend to channel national developmeat in directions that
are economically; socially, old in some cases ecologically "unsustain-
able.

The harsh-dlurnan price and dead-end economic results of so-called
dualistic development ,whereby small portions of a population enjoy
the fruits of modern society while the masses remain locked in abject
povertyhave received much attention in recent years. The gaping
social divide between an urban elite, tied into the international indus-
trial economy and receiving a disproportionate share of governmental
resources, and a rural peasantry that receives little from the central
government has often been described, Urban-rtiral disparities are
indeed normally huge, but closer 'examination, often reveals the exis-
tence of rural agricultural elites too, who are linked politically and
economically with the urban privileged: In effect, dualistic develop-
ment extends into the countryside

The consequences of this broader dualism vary from country to coun-
try but certain common tendencies are well known, Exceptional profits
accrue to a small number of large landowners. Aspiring to affluent
life-styles, they along with urban elites

of
much of their income

on advanced industrial goods many ot which must be imported.
Meanwhile, rising numbers. of landless laborers face massive unem-
ployment and. low wages, while marginal farmers and tenants barely
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m.anage to feed themselves. As the majority of people, in the country-
side have so little purchasing power, not enotIgh of a market exists
to, stimulate emergence of the smll-scale, basic consumer good indus-
tries the poorer groups would patronize if they had more money.
Thus the development of. nonagricultural rural jobs is stunted. At a
national level, export crops and industries are promoted in order to
meet the rising import bills accumulated by the affluent minority.
The broad domestic market essential to diversified, stable economic
growth never emerges.

With much of the best cropland. monopolized by a fewwho .are
inclined to mechanize their farms' and who, in any case, seldom use
labor as intensively as smaller farmers dorising numbers of people,
lack access to either good land or good jobs, and have no choice but
to migrate. Many take their chances in the slums that now ring many
Third World cities. Others try to eke out a living orOlands t -tat, for
ecological reasons, ought not to be farmed. People forced from their
homelands by land concentrattbn and population growth ,.clear and
plant stee hillsides, plow up Pastures on the Fringes of deseris, and
slash and burn irreplaceable tropical forests.

Mass underemployment among the landless and the marginal farmers
is increasingly recognized as both a principal cause and a manifesta-
tion of their extreme' poVetty. One of the most important benefits of
land reform is the direct and indirect productive employment it can
stimulate when supplemented by appropriate policie,-; in other spheres.
As Kathlden Newland hip observed: "Most of the less- developped
countries that have gottAT the better of rural poverty and under-
employment have implemented land reforms. Recent histor
indicates that in poor countries where land is unevenly distribute
land reform should be a cornerstone of employment policy.-27

Virtually everywhere, more labor is expended per 'unit of land on
small farms than on large ones. In Kenya, farms under four hectares
average nine times more labor input per hectare than do farms of 40
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6 hectares or more. Par-tly because 'of this, they also produce six time
more per hectare_ In Colombia, reports economist Keith Griffin, a
leading proponent of land reform, small farms use labor five times as
intensively as large farrns and 13 times as intensively as cattle ranches
do, Even in Taiwan, where all farms are relatively small, those smaller
than half a hectare use .ytell over twice the-labor? for their size that
farms of two. hectares or more use.25

When supported by appropriate investments in irrigation and other
infrastructure, small -scale agriculture can absorb great 'amounts of
labor with productive results. Even as returns to additional labor
begin to difninish, families that own their land, or that hold fair tenan-
cies, are often motivated to work longer hours in order to extract the
last possible extra output from their plots. By contrast, a large land-
owner employing hired hands loses the incentive to apply Ana labor
to the land when the potential additional profits fall near the addition-
al wages he or she must pay.

At some point, the amount of labor that can be usefully applied to
any plot reaches its limit_ Hence comprehensive rural development
that maximizes employment outside as well as inside of agriculture
is crucial to long-term economic growth. Here again, the fundamental
importance of widely shared agrarian -progressto which land reform
can contributeis underscorec4When the poor majority enjoy rising
incomes and productivity they' create a demand for simple consumer
foods and farm implements, encouraging the emergence of local in-
ustries and handicrafts. Productive, eiluitably organized agriculture

and small-scale industries reinforce each other. Agricultural economist
John Mellor points out that increased: income in the hands of peasant
farmers -is, spent for nonagricultural goods and services, such as
textiles and clothing, electronics and bicycles, which result from rela-
tively labour-intensive production. This type of demand provides
the employment linkages favourable to the landless class, The in-
creased income of the Tatter in turn becomes the basis of-demand for
the additional grain produced by the peasant cultivators.-29
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'Productive,
equitably organized agriculture

and small-sale industrie
reinforce each other.'

In light of these potential secondary benefits, reforms in land tenure; 27
in the distribution of Associated farm credit and services, and in price
and tax policiestogether often called "agrarian reform"can be
needed even where-popuIation pressures on scarce farmland mean that
land redistribution cannot provide viable pluls to all In a report pre-
pared for the FAO's 1979 World Conference on Agrarian Reform and

-Rural Development, analysts from Bangladesh argue that a rigorously
enforced redistribution of farmland could hardly make a dent in the
extent of landlessness in their country, though it could, provide relief
to exploited shArecroppers and to a small fraction of the nearly 30
percent of rural residents who are landless.30 And while Bangladesh
presents an extreme case, a growing number of countries will over
the coming years, have too little arable land' and too many people to
provide adequately sized farms to everyone. However, this by no
-means. obViates-the ,urgency of reforms on available farmlands. Not ,
only can the plights of tenants and some of the landless be directly
improved,' but, through the stimulation of increased employment
both on and off farms, niore equitable agricultural patterns will ul-
timately hejp even those who do not receive land.

The Abso14.,te necessity of backing u land reforms with additional
changes in the provision of credit, advice, irrigation 'facilities, roads,
wild other infrastructure is revealed by Mexico's experieriCe since its
major land reforms of the thirties. A vast area was redistributed at
that time and by all accounts, this brought major economic and social
benefits.. Since tlnen, however, the bulk of governmental investments
have aided a relatively small number of larger commercial farms, many
of them: irrigated, whose productivity and profitability have soared
far Above those of tlfarms of reform beneficiaries_ The failure of
government subsidized modernization programs to reach-the majority

- of small farmers -thus left 83 percent of all the farmers nf Mexico at
a subsistence. below subsistence level in 1960, an almost unbelieva-
ble figure for a nation which fought a long and bloody revolution to
redress the poverty of the countryside, went through a major agrarian
reform, an was the early home of pioneering agricultural
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observes Cynthia Hewitt de Alcantara in,a 1976 U.N.-sponsored study
f agricultural change in Ivlexico.m

While undeniably productive, the big farms have made less efficient
use of scarce capital than small farms have and have used far less
labor than is desirable in a nation with high unemplOyment and risin
landlessness. Nor ha's the nation's overall economic growth been well
served. As Hewitt de Alcantara concludes, the failure to boost' pro-
ductivity on the masses of smaller farms

not.only affected the general welfare of rural people nes
atively, But in the long run it became an obstacle to the
balanced growth of the nation. Without the resources
to satisfy even their most basic daily requirements, the
majority of the sr farmers, ejidatarios, and day la-
bourers of Mexico id not participate to any meaning-
ful extent as consumers in the national market for agri-
cultural produce and 'industrial goods created in part
with the fruits of agricultural modernization. Effective
internal demand' remains stubbornly circumscribed by
the narrow social base upon which development has
been built.

By. 1940, when the major land redistributions had been completed,
the proportion of Mexican farm families without land had been re-
duced to under 10 percent. By the mid-seventies, after nearly four
decades of rapid population growth and inequitable develppment,
more than one-third of the nation's farm families were landless_n
Small wonder that each day thotisands try to slip across Mexico's
northern border.

The contribution of concentrated landownership to environmental
degradation has received even less investigation than have the threat-
ening ecological trends themselves. In much of the Third World, the
ettensive spread of people and farming onto lands better suited to
other purposes is undermining the long-term productivity of natural
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resources and ometimes of agriculture. Lacking more'prudent means 29
of making a livelihood, land-hungry farmers clear ,forests hat are

:badly needed for ecological protecticin or wood production. Hilly
watershed areas are denuded and farmed until the topsoil washes
away; downstream, water flows are disrupted, flooding worsens, and
rising silt loads clog waterways. fn the humid, tropics, landless farmers
move into the rain forests, destroying valuable timber and unique-
ecosystems in futile attempts to farm the unfamiliar soils. Govern-
ments helplessly watch the incursion of squatters into natural. pre-
serves or area4 slated for reforestation; governments also sponsor the
large-scale clearing and settlement of forests. In more arid zones,
farmers plow up areas of unreliable rainfall and 'erosive soils, squeez-
ing herders into ever smaller areas that their livestock overgraze and
convert into desert: When the inevitable drought comes, the new
fields degenerate into dust bowls

Thftsontrolled spread of people over the landscape is obviously
fueled by population growth. But skewed landownership, too, con-
tributes to the problem. In badly eroded, deforested countries like
El Salvador and Haiti, the better valley lands are occupied by the large
estates of affluent individuals or corporations, while the majority
of peasant farmers steuggle for life on steep slopes that should be
covered with trees -rather than corn stalks. In the tropics, governor nt
schemes to settle virgin lands are frequently undertaken to a oid
confronting the need. for land reforms on established farmlands.34

In the end, the destructive extension of agriculture over the country-
side can only be halted by intensifying food production and employ-
ment on the lands well suited, to agriculture, by providing jobs for
the remaining landless in -a growing, balanced economy, and by slow-
ing population growth_ many countries, the needed agricultural
intensification and economic development are not likely to occur in
the absence of reforms in land tenure and other agrarian structures.

Insecure tenancy conditions also threaten long-term agricultural
, ,productivity by reducing persona incentives to conserve the soil.
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30 Where tenant farmers are frequently moved from plot to plot, as
they are in some Third World countries, They have absolutely no
reason to protect the quality of the soil they Ain. Such problems are
not confined to developing countries, either. Back in 1951, a top-level'
research group in the United States wrote:

Tenure problems -are one of the -major -stumbling
blocks". to the adoption of conservation practices in the
Corn Belt.... Many farms in the Corn Belt are owned
by labsentee landlords who have little personal contact
wit ti their tenants. These owners do not 'realize that
conservation adjustments will improve farm income
over a period of several year. Instead, they want a high
return on their investment now. On many farms the
tenant .is-also -interested in short-run profits. He ma
have only aone-year lease with no assurance of renewa_,
or the leasing agreement may require him to shoulder a
larger share of the conservation costs than he receives
in benefits."

The si uatis remains`.Si the same in 1979; recent studies in Iowa reveal
soil er rates of 21 tons per acre per year on tenant-operated
farms, compared to average losses of 16 tons of soil per -acre` on
owner-operated farms." Moreover, to the extent that family-run
farms have given way to those owned by investors with no attach-
ment to the land beyond their annual profit statement, these observa-
tions may be more relevant today than ever. At the same time a severe
financial squeeze can push even dedicated family farmers into abusing
the land in order to make enough immediate ,,income. to stay af4oat.
Agrarian reform" to protect small farmers from personally and en-

vironmentally damaging cost-price squeezes is important in -rich as
well as in poor countries.

Struggling week by week just to stay alive, and resen of the power
and wealth of large landowners, the landless poor ar not likely to
care much about the long-term quality. of natural resources, as an
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incident in Ethiopia several years ago, before the 1974 revolution, 1
illustrates. A rural reforestation cropaign was initiated to help control
erosion and supply local wood heeds. The planting jobs Were giveh
to destitute landless laborers. Seedlings were distributed, planting
commenced, and all seemed to be going well until the overseers dis-
covered that in manyareas the seedlings had intentionally been planted
upside down. The immediate cause of this protest was the substand

;wages being offered.37 However, the laborers also knew that given
the near-feudal land-tenure system in which they were living, most of
the benefits of the planting would flow one way or another into the
hands of the landlords. Had the workers believed that an improVe-
ment in the land's quality would seriously improve their own lives
and those of their children; their behavior almost certainly would
have been different

final point about the developmental effects of different land-tenure
systems idirss tangible than those discussed above, but is significant
noriethele n! it concerns the overall quality and texture of rural life.
In a classic study of California communities, carried out in the forties,
anthropologist Walter Goldschmidt compared a town surrounded by
large, corporate farms run by hired managers and laborers with one
surrounded by family-run farms The two communities had popula-
tions of, similar size and produced crops of identical value. However,
the family -farm community had among other advantages stronger
local governmental institutions, more local businesses and retail trade,
more paved streets and sidewalks, better garbage and sewage-disposal -
facilities, and more schools, public parks, civic clubs, churches, youth
organizations, and newspapers. Residents of the family-farm town
saw their community as a desirable place to live, while residents of
the corporate-fatm community "tended to regard their town as a
place to escape, as quickly, as possible." Moreover, Goldschmidt con-
tinues, -in towns surrounded by family farms, the income earned in
agricalture circulates among local business establishments,- while
in the 'corporate-farm towns "the income is immediately drained off
into larger cities. to support distant, often foreign enterprises.-38
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Studies conducted in California in the seventies have again found a
greater diversity of cominunity services in towns surrounded by
small Farrng where people exercise devocratic control over irriga-
tion rights." California's economic anefrvcial conditions are hardly
sitnilar to India's or Guatemala's, Still, as With many aspects of-the
land-tenure problem, the lessons from case studies in one place are
to some degree relevant everywhere.

TN Politics of Land Reform

The powerful intelle* ctual ease for land reform has not gone unnoticed:'
Most' Asian and Latin_Arnerican countries now have laws on the books
calling_for_thc redistribution of at least some farmlands and for the
amelioration of tenancy conditions. Strident calls For land_ reform
annually reverberate through the halls of United Nations` agencies.
Major bilateral and multilateral aid organizations solemnly swear to
its-critical importance. Preparatory documents for the July 1979 World
Conference pn Agrarian Reform and Rural Development show that
both U.N. official's and developing-country diplomats realize the con-
tribution that land reform can make to agricultural progress. In the
debate over world development problems, few concepts have received
more verbal obeisance than land reform has But few goals have been
so little pursued in practice.

Obviously, the mere identification of needed reforms does not bring
them about. However, harmful it may be to the long-term develop-
ment prospects of a nation, the agrarian status quo clearly benefits

- some peopl----people who work actively to protect and enhance their
economic interests. A government can fully endorse the need for
tenure-changes; but when its leaderg are drawn from the landownin
class,' or when its survival depends on the political support of rural
landowning elites, radical reforms are hardly likely. In addition, the
political movements most inclined to carry through genuine land
'reforms are for broader ideological or political reasons, often seen
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"E perience indicates that
the lofty goal of land reform

is readily sacrificed on ,
the-altar of global geopolitics."

by ational or foreign governments as threats to be.suppressed. Ex- 33
perience indicates that the lofty giSal of land reform is readily sacri-
ficed on the altar of global geopolilics.

The most significant land reforms have not been carried out my a
peaceful, democratic atmosphere. Many of the more sweeping pro-

rams, such as those in China, Cuba, Mexico, and the. Soviet Union,
ave been implemented by revolutionary movements after civil wars.

Other major. reformsin Japan, South Korea, and Taiwanhave been
pushed through in the aftermath,of wars by essentially conservative,

overnments fearing social unrestand acting with the strong prod-
ing and support of a foreign power. Many other countries have

embarked upoh more grcluil land reforms under less tumultuous
conditions, and in some casesincluding India in its early years of

-independence,- Iran,.- -the Philippines, and .Venezuela limited redistri-
butions have occurred. But a gradual approach has severe disadvan-'
tages owners can usually find ways to avoid land ceilings by dividing
holdings among family members, and to undercut tenancy reforms by
evicting tenants. Reforms legislated in dozens of countries have
brought little relief to the landless and have failed to shake the s-ocio-
economic structure."

Speed of implementation, and the willingness and capacity t© act`
forcefully appear to be important to the success of reform policies.
As Wolf Ladejinsky wrote in 1964 of Asia's reform prospects If
the peasant is to get what is promised, peaceful and democratically
managed reforws are not going to fill the bill. Government coercion,_
whether practiced or clearly threatined, is virtually unavoidkble.-41

The successful alteration of long-standing land rights and rental
practices -is not something that can be accomplished with the mere
passage of a law by some sympathetic politicians. A constellation of
political forcesalmost always including an alliance between reform-
seeking peasants and urban political groups that need their support
on other issuesthat is able to mobilize the coercive powers of the
state must be built. One way that those interested in land reform
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through constitutional rn ans can increase its chances of °occurring is

to encourage-the devOlo ent of rural peasant organizations. Just as

'trade unions have often roved' necessary to enlarge and safeguard
<the rights of industrial orkers, so can peasant organizations . of

various sorts exert political pressure on behalf of reform, and, even

more important, help to enforce it.".

Well-intentioned reform laws can easily be circumvented when the

potential beneficiaries are unorganized. By contrast, when the peas-

antry is actively involved in designing and implementing reforms, not

only Elie initial enforcement but also the organization and progress
of post-reform agriculture are ;facilitated. Analysts have identified the
institutionalized participation' of rural residents in the redistributive

process as a key explanation for the rapid and smooth accomplish-

ment cif Major reforms in Japan, and Taiwan, forinstance."

The unspoken dilemma facing many Third World governments. is,.

that by promoting the emergence of.new peasant groups, they could
be,.endangering their traditional sources of political supportand in
some cases the economic interests of their own leaders as well In a
perceptive 1970 paper for the Agency for International Development

on the politics of land reform, Princeton N. Lyman and Jerome T.

French argued that "'only in those cases where political leadership or

political opposition makes a definite decision to build an articulate

peasant political base is there likely to be significant new land redistri-
bution.- But given the political and economic foundations on which

many developing-country governments rest, they noted, such rural
organization often jeopardizes rather than enhances the survival of the

governments. -The tragedy of looking to peasant mobilization and

organization in most of the LDCs [less chi/eloped countries] is that

. the forces of reaction and suppression' are great and often se-

vere. ... Perhaps in many present LDCs such peasant mobilization

is inherently and unavoidably revolutionary.` 44

Most land-reform struggles have been, and will continue to be, ac-
companied by violence and political instability. Where- the 'political

. _
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opposit'on to reform is strong, the human costs of the reform process
are be great. Still,. such costs must be weighed against the
burhan oflitainaining the status quo, which is often characterized
by the 'Chronic violent oppression of those on the bottom. In India,

,..for example, the brutal murders of landless -harijans- (untouchables)
(seeking to improve their positions provide frequent newspaper fare.
In Latin America over the last half-century, thousands of small and
large peasant movements to gain land have been repressed through
arrests and killings, In one uprising in 19327 nearly 20,000 El Sal-
vadoran peasants fought and lost their lives. In the late seventies,
conflicts-that --are largely rooted in the inequality of landownership
have cost thousands of lives in El Sablador, Guatemala, and Nicara-
gua.4

Rather than prodkcing stability, grossly unequal land tenure ensures
-its-abfence: InterMtional statistical comparisons show that levels of

violence and political instability tend to be highest in the 'countries
with the most inequitable landownership pa tterns.46 Hence, over-
time, severe inequality can take a direct human toll far greater than the
more temporary costs of a successful land-reform effort. If the in-
direct human costs of a failure to reform, arising from suppressed
production, employment, and economic growth, are added in, the case
for pursuing reforms despite the potential hazards becomes all the-
more compelling.

Some kinds of conflict can unleash development potentials, just as
other kinds can destroy them. Instability hampers economic develop-
ment, but so do tigidcloeconomic and land-tenure structures
prevailing in many Third World countries today. If the postwar ex-
perience has proved anything, it is that "'development" is not a simple,
sanitary process of investing capital or introducing new technologies
into a country. It is a messy, conflict-ridden business of social change.

Unwilling to risk th$ promotion of strucrural reforms, those respon,
sible for development programs often find their goals unmet-and
their well-meaning interventions producing disastrously distorted
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consequends. The "community development" movement of the
fifties and early sixties, for example, which was promoted by major
aid agencie.S. and tried in`-some 60 countries, was based on the naive
assumption of an essential harmony of interest among members of
rural communities: The idea was to bring people together and mobilize
them to achieve common community goals, thereby promoting both.
political peace and rapid, shared economic growth. As the failures
mounted, interest in Community development programs faded away.
Lane E. Holdcraft, an American aid official who participated in the rise
and fall of community development (CD), explains ''that it was in-
effective because, in most developing couyttries, basic conflicts were
too deep to be resolved, simply by the persuasive efforts of CD work-
ers. Factors such as distribution of-landownership, exploitation by
elites, or urban domination could neither be ignored nor bypassed.
CD's attempt to proceed smoothly without friction towards general
consensus-was unrealiStic."47

4

Without special Attention to the owers of the privileged, even direct
efforts to aid the poor can ,backfipre. A program to boost crop output
in a fertile province of 'Ethiopia, initiated by the Swedish aid agency
in the late sixties, had nightmarish results, Unable to push the gov
ernment into seriously reforming tenure in the area, where half the
pOpulation worked under exploitive tenancy conditions, the donors
concentrated their aid among tenants andanall farmers in hopes of
improving their incomes directly. The program. quite successfully
increased production, but in the end the target groups were hurt
rather than helped. Seeing how lucrative modern agriculture could
be, landowners evicted thousands of tenants and began purchasin
tractors. For the remaining tenants, rents were raised from one third_
of their crops to one-half, so that the landlords gained proportionately
more from any progress. As land prices doubled, any hope that tenants
might be able to purchase the lands they worked disappeared."

Along similar lines, i-cent efforts by the World Bank to provide tube
wells to small-farm cooperatives in Bangladesh have often primarily
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"Without cial attend
to the powers of the primileged,

even direct .efforts to
aid the poor can backfire."

,

benefited the richer, larger landowners. Through their domination
of local politiCal and economic institutions, the large farmers find
ways to channel deVelopmental largess onto their own lands." Here,-
as in the Ethiopian example, foreign aid donors were involved. But
the same distorted' results can afflict the far more numerous develop-
ment programs undertaken by Third World governments themselves.

If the political determination and capacity to push through needed
reforms do not exist within a country no outside Aid agency can
create them. Still, aid agencies, whether bilateral or multilateral, cannot
escape concern about the impacts of land tenure, and the presence' or
absence of land-reform programs, in the countries in which theY.
operate.

Ywo mafOr aid agencies ha,Ge recently issued policy statements about
land reform that connoisseurs of the clouded prose of such bureau-
cracies will recognize as unusually forceful and explicit. In its 1975
Land Reform: Sector Policy Paper, the World Bank noted the frequent
negative effects of-skewed landownership and unregulated tenanc
on agricultural productivity, employment, and 'equity. The Ban
concluded that -in_ many situations, the prevailing tenure 'conditions
are the,major impediment to developm'ent. Consistent with its earlier
Statements that its main mission is to aid the rural poor,' the Bank
pledged in this paper to give priority in agricultural lending to those
member countries that pursue broad-based agricultural strategies
directed toward the promotion of adequate new employment oppor-
tunities, with .special- attention to the needs of the poorest groups.
The Bank will support policies of land reform designed to further
these objectives.- The authors also 'stated that the Bank will not
support -projects where land rights are such that a major shaje of the

*benefits will accrue to high-income groups unless increases in output
and improvements in the balance ofkpayments are overriding consid-
erations; .in such cases', it will care Hilly consider whether the fiscal
arrangements are appropriate to ensure that a reasonable share of the
benefits accrue to the government.-50
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n its June 1978 Agricultural Development Policy Paper, the U.S.
eiicy for International Development observed that -a highly skewed

distribution of land among agricultural producers or ineffectively
enforced size ceilings or tenancy regulations will adversely affect
both improved equity and increased production, thereby rendering
a broadly participatory agricultural production strategy virtually -im-

possible to implement.' In a January 1979 statement of "A.1 D. Policy

on Agricultural Asset Distribution: Land Reform,- the Agericy re-

peated its belief that unequal landownership was'preventing achieve=
Thent-of both economic and social goals, and said it will provide tech-

nical and financial assistance in. support of reforms in land distribu-
tion or tenancy where governments show a real commitment to these

ends. Equally important, the Agency stated that "should studies show
that partiailar types of assistance, such as provision of current iniuts,
are -exacerbating the plight, of the poor in situations where land tenure
practices are inequitable and there. is an absence of commitment to
reform, then the Agency, on Mission.advice, is prepked to consider
withholding these types of assistance.- Furthermore, in deciding
whether bo support settlement programs on new lands, the Agency'
pledged to 'ascertain whether the settlement represents, real reform

or a 'cover-up' for not undertaking reforins_"51

--------hWhet_e r such statements, easily put to paper in Wasngton, will
.. -

ever be put, into practice in the field remains to be see Certainly

AID and othe$ donor agencies have been and will continue to be

involved in many land- refor. programs of varying de tees of thor-
oughr ess. lh the postwar. yea in East Asia, the United States, anx-

ious to block the feared spread f Communism, was in fact the backer
of far-reaching land reforms. ere it has appeared that land reform
might .help undercut support for rural insurrecti,onsas in Latin

Ameriea during the "Alliance f Progress- years of to early sixties,

in South Vietnam:and recently in Philippines the United'States
has actively encouraged land-reform programs. But the earlier suc-

cesses of Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan have not been duplicated.: .
Unlike the case in those countries, elsewhere it has often become

,apparent that radical reforms would, destroy rather than strengthen
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1=-Aid agencies
must be as willing to deny aid

where it will do' harm as to give aid
_where' it will do good."

the government in power. Outside .pressures and internalenthusiasm
for reforms have waned commensurately; ARthessame time the United
States. has actively worked to crush .sorne..political movements that
have cornball the promotion of land releirms with what were per-
ceived as broader anti-American Policies-, as the experiences in Guate-
mala in,the*erly fifties and Chile in the early severities demonstrate.

The World Bank, 'AID, and other agencies are likely to assist Ian
reform programs when it is politically easy to do so. If thiey are to
implement their stated policies, however, they will also have to take
the much more difficult step of withholding development assistance
where, because of tenure conditions, its social effect is likely to be
regressive. The point is not that aid agencies should foment revolitz'.
tion. However, if they really intend to give priority in their lendingifel.

--the-eradication of severe poverty rather, than to the simple promotion
of economic growth, and if they take' seriously the analyses in- their
own policy statements, they must pay fir. more careful attention to

the land-tenure factor in the futurel;LMlich of the aid dispensed at
present does not serve the stated goals'bf don9r ageticies. In some
cases, it maybe possible to design prgjects thai enhaile the status
cif the landless despite the persistence of broader stru6tu'ral inequities.
But aid agencies must be as,willing to deny aid Wh'eie do hatm
as tovgive aid where it willido good.

Economic aid programs are, of course, just one means by which
foreign powers relate to developing countries, Analysis of the land
p;Coblerk .the Third °World raises more fundamental foreign policy

:eqnideratidris- for the. United States and other .superpowers. In
tn.any' dezMoping,eounp-ies, it is clear that radical clidnges in the land-

",- temire sylstern, frii4st ,F,Otrie about if socially sut'arnable development
AO.occtir. The hugo=and growing numbers of hilidles, people lacking

ptb4Pects': for a decent life -ensure that the itStie-P411 become
iffcreaeiriOy.-aeute..The achievement of needed reforms 41: always be
an inteilsely politkaI, conflict ridden process; it will oftenifollow the
mobilization, -of longRuiescent social groups and the overturning of
'traditional- power :6truetures. Political movements able tcl-.;carry out
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orms will often puisue other goal
e or another foreign-pinvert

ivsn ,the clear need for structural transformations in the iThird
drld, and the inevitability of associated political' Conflict/ outside,.

powers need to resist the, tendency to , each national .struggle as
test case in the East-West geopolitical attles-New degree of Maturity '-
an d pa tence among th e great t powers, meflec tm g th e inevitability- f
instability, and the need.far change in. the Third World, are calledf or.
Over time,. such rstanding' and restraint will 'best toritiihrkle, to
the peace,and sta_ I i that is in.the interest of all countries: As'World
Bank President Ro err McNamara puts it, 'We carmen builds4'setnie
world upon a foundation of htirrian rnisery."52

The demand for land rediStri utipn is not an abstraction conjured up
4b..Y idealistic intellectuals. !Direr the coming years, close to one billion
people willbe clamoring or .a better deal in the countryside. Strug-

,tion, destitution, and insecurity, they
land can gilie,ther a -chnce to accumu,

filing with chronic expl
rightly sr that access to
late assets and create a bettq

Analyses of the world hu
peratives: more food must
it ,Must Se rnork;widely di

the achievement of the firs
a evernent of the second.

ate; hunger; nor nib
or jabs will give the_disp

problerri consistently identify two 11n,
producechin iderweloping countries, and

ibuted. Land reform can often contribute
nai and can always contribute to the
re food production alone will not

charity. Only secure access to decent
sessed a chance to work their way out

xtreme poverty and undernutrition. Thoj- serious about elimi-
g hunger have no choice but to involme rselves in the acri-

o itics of social chang-
.



Considering the ecological limits on the expansion of arable' lands,
and the steep rises in hdman numbers that are occurring in most:poor

'countries, land reform is not a one-time cure-all for poverty. But
clearly a more equitable distribution of farmland would t, a
solid base for a broader development strategy that maximize.employ-
ment and economic opportunities of all sorts, and that over time
allowed for self-sustaining, national economic progretis. Just as clear!
land reform-needs to be accompanied by the encouiagement of fami y
planning.

41

The debt about whether rapid population growth or unequal land-
owner9 i erves more blame for increased poverty is of tenpkiint'-
less tth e i ly , fast-growing populations are swelling the ra4s
the landle d swamping meager social services. Yet at any given
time the redistribution of assets and wealth could eliminate most
poverty and hunger in any country. Moreover, unequal economic-
growth patterns create the sort of desperate social circumstances that
encourage the poor to have large families. Conversely, more equitable
development and the widespread dispersal of family planning assis-
tance can reinforce each other positively. Both are essential to:the
building of a future that is politically, economically, and ecologiAly
sustainable.

The rising tide of landless and near - landless people is sure to generate
mounting political pressures for land reform. At the same tulle, mas-
sive unemployment, rising food,,prices, *Id increased dependence by
more and more countries on ,imported food will highlight the eco-
nomic need for land refoim. Few countries have much :hiih-quality
land left for new settlement, yet:the.demaTnd for food aruffther eows
inexorably. The better farmland will have to produces much as
possible, and do so in a way that provides benefits to the .greatest
possible number of people. For both poetical and economic reasons,
societies cannot afford to znaintain land-tenure systems that are at
once inequitable and inefficient.
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